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The Orange 
 
 
Scene 1: Best friends  
 
The scene begins and opens with PIP and WILBUR playing ball together, in the garden. 
The garden has a small picket fence, a swing for PIP to play on, a long washing line that 
stretches all the way from one end of the garden to the other. At the bottom of the 
garden, WILBUR has a water bowl that they drink from, and there’s also a tall tree.  
 
PIP and WILBUR stand next to each other. PIP throws the ball and has to try and get it 
into the box. 
 
WILBUR dives into the box to retrieve the ball and then carries the ball back to PIP. 
WILBUR sometimes pushes the ball with their nose or carries it in their mouth and 
WILBUR drops the ball right by PIP’s feet each time. This game goes on, PIP finds new 
ways to throw the ball into the box, sometimes PIP misses. When PIP misses, both PIP 
and WILBUR let out a huge sigh. WILBUR’s nose sometimes gets stuck in the box 
when they go to retrieve it.  
 
PIP takes a bag of treats from their pocket, takes one out of the packet, breaks it in half 
and gives one half to WILBUR. 
 
WILBUR wags their tail and then gobbles it up. WILBUR then gives PIP a big lick on the 
nose. 
 
PIP giggles and gives WILBUR the other half. 
 
WILBUR wags their tail and then gobbles it up again.  
 
WILBUR gets excited and starts sniffing around PIP and jumping up at him. 
 
PIP signs “no more!” to WILBUR. 
 
WILBUR looks sad and then sighs.  
 
PIP throws the treats onto the tree so that WILBUR can’t get to them! 
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WILBUR sighs but then runs into the box to get the ball. 
 
WILBUR drops the ball by PIP’s feet. PIP throws the ball and WILBUR retrieves it from 
the box. 
 
WILBUR drops the ball by PIP’s feet and is clearly tired, WILBUR is panting and sticking 
their tongue out in thirst. 
 
WILBUR slowly walks to their water bowl, which is located at the opposite end of the 
garden, to take a quick drink of water.  
 
The game pauses for a moment. 
 
WILBUR takes a long drink from the water bowl and finishes the lot! 
 
WILBUR slumps and sits next to PIP. 
 
PIP restarts the game by throwing the ball again. 
 
WILBUR (still sitting) looks at the ball and looks back at PIP. WILBUR looks again back 
at the ball, and then again back at PIP. 
 
PIP signs “fetch” to WILBUR. 
 
WILBUR sighs. 
 
PIP then gestures towards the ball. 
 
Reluctantly, WILBUR gets up and walks (not running now) to retrieve the ball, even 
though WILBUR is very tired by this point. 
 
WILBUR drops the ball by PIP’s feet again. 
 
PIP picks the ball up. 
 
WILBUR sits down again. 
 
PIP throws the ball and gets it straight into the box! PIP starts dancing around the 
garden and WILBUR joins in too, with the ball in WILBUR’s mouth.  
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The door-bell rings. 
 
PIP continues to dance, not hearing the door-bell. WILBUR’s ears prick up and he 
begins lifting his head up and tilting from side to side. 
 
Door-bell rings for a second time. 
 
WILBUR drops the ball from their mouth and starts to bark. 
 
PIP picks up the ball that WILBUR has just dropped and throws it again. 
 
WILBUR looks at PIP and wags their tail really fast.  
 
PIP see’s WILBUR’s wagging tail and realises what is going on. PIP nods their head 
and points off stage, as if they’re giving WILBUR permission to get the door.  
 
WILBUR looks at PIP. 
 
PIP understands and signs to WILBUR “see you in a minute”. 
 
Door-bell rings for a third time. 
 
WILBUR wags their tail and then runs off stage. 
 
PIP takes the ball and starts throwing it at the wall and catching it. PIP repeats a few 
times. 
 
WILBUR enters with a bottle of milk in their mouth that has just been delivered. 
 
PIP spots WILBUR coming and signs “yay milk!” 
 
PIP runs over to WILBUR and takes the milk out of WILBUR’s mouth. 
 
PIP kneels down and gives WILBUR a pat on the back. 
 
WILBUR beams with happiness. 
 
PIP stands up and signs to WILBUR “bowl”.  
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WILBUR understands and sits down. 
 
PIP walks to the other end of the garden to pick up WILBUR’s bowl. 
 
PIP walks back to WILBUR, places the bowl down and pours half of the milk into 
WILBUR’s bowl and keeps the other half in the milk bottle for themself. 
 
PIP goes to cheers WILBUR. PIP puts the milk bottle in the air, next to WILBUR’s nose. 
WILBUR taps their nose on PIP’s milk bottle. 
 
WILBUR drinks from the bowl. 
 
PIP drinks from the bottle. 
 
They both pause for a moment, they look at each other and smile. 
 
And then, carry on drinking their milk. 
 
PIP finishes their drink and lets out a big burp. 
 
WILBUR lifts their head from their bowl and looks at PIP who just made a very loud 
noise! 
 
PIP bursts out with laughter and starts rolling around on the grass. 
 
WILBUR joins in too and starts rolling around on their back. 
 
WILBUR ends up lying down and PIP rests their head on WILBUR’s tummy. 
 
After a few moments of PIP resting their head on WILBUR’s tummy, PIP notices that 
their head is going up and down… 
 
… This can only mean one thing! 
 
WILBUR has fallen asleep and is breathing heavily, making PIP’s head rise and fall.  
 
PIP sits up and looks at WILBUR. 
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Yep! WILBUR is definitely asleep, PIP realises. 
 
PIP wants to play again! 
 
PIP gently nudges WILBUR to wake up. 
 
WILBUR doesn’t respond. 
 
PIP nudges WILBUR slightly harder this time. 
 
WILBUR still doesn’t respond. 
 
PIP nudges WILBUR quite hard this time. 
 
WILBUR half opens their eyes and sighs, as if to say ‘no, i’m sleeping’. 
 
PIP lets out a disappointed sigh and stands up. 
 
PIP looks around the garden for things that might help WILBUR wake up. 
 
PIP finds the ball. 
 
PIP kneels down and nudges WILBUR again and waves the ball under their nose. 
WILBUR half opens their eyes but doesn’t get up. 
 
PIP huffs and stands back up. 
 
PIP looks around the garden - what else can they find to try and wake WILBUR up?  
 
PIP spots the bag of WILBUR’s yummy treats on top of the tree from earlier! 
 
PIP runs over to the tree and tries to reach for the treats. PIP jumps but misses. 
 
PIP jumps and misses again. 
 
PIP falls onto the ground and cuts their knee. 
 
“Ouch” PIP signs to the audience. 
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PIP stands up and puts their hands on their hips. 
 
PIP looks around for something to help them reach the bag of treats. 
 
PIP spots a big stick! 
 
PIP runs over to pick the stick up and then tries again. 
 
PIP holds the stick in their hand, PIP stands on their tippy-toes, PIP  stretches as far as 
they can with the stick to try and knock the bag of treats down. 
 
Instead, PIP accidentally knocks the bag of treats further back on the tree. 
 
Oh no! 
 
PIP throws the stick on the floor and walks over to the box in the back garden. 
 
PIP plonks themself on the box and holds their head in their hands. How will PIP wake 
WILBUR up now? 
 

LIGHTBULB MOMENT 
 
A beat. 
 
PIP realises that they're sitting on a box! Silly PIP. PIP can use the box to reach for the 
bag of treats. 
 
PIP picks the box up and takes it over to the tree  where the treats are. 
 
PIP puts the box down and stands on top of it. 
 
PIP reaches and grabs the bag of treats! Hooray! 
 
PIP holds the treats close to their chest and gives the treats a big squeeze. 
 
PIP then runs over to WILBUR. 
 
PIP kneels down. 
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PIP nudges WILBUR. 
 
WILBUR stirs and half opens their eyes. 
 
PIP pulls the treats out and waves them under WILBUR’S nose.  
 
WILBUR sighs and rolls over.  
 
PIP slumps back down on the ground, looks out to the audience and then looks back at 
WILBUR. PIP sighs, looks at the treats and then puts them back in their pocket.  
 
 
Scene 2: An orange in the works  
 
PIP is slumped on the ground, PIP looks out to the audience once more and then back 
at WILBUR. PIP sighs and stands back up. PIP throws WILBUR’s treats back onto the 
tree.  
 
PIP looks around for something to do.  
 
PIP walks around the garden. 
 
They carry on walking… 
 
… and walk a little bit more. 
 
It’s no good. PIP has nothing to do and nobody to play with. 
 
PIP huffs, leans against the fence and sits down on the floor.  
 
PIP feels something uncomfortable that they’re sat on. What could it be? 
 
It’s the ball, yay! Finally, something for PIP to play with.  
 
PIP throws the ball into the box, cheers when the ball lands inside, boos when it 
doesn’t. PIP gets the audience  involved here. Audience could sign their reactions when 
the ball makes/ misses the box?  
 
During the fun of it, PIP accidentally throws the ball over the fence. Oh no!  
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PIP tries to lean over the fence to retrieve the ball but it doesn’t work. 
 
PIP sighs. 
 
PIP starts looking around the garden for other things to use instead. 
 
PIP finds a deflated basketball. Nope, no good. 
 
PIP finds their Dad's old golf ball. Nope, too small. 
 
PIP is just about to give up until they walk into a tree. Ouch! Silly PIP! 
 
PIP stops to rub their head in pain. 
 
PIP looks up. 
 

LIGHTBULB MOMENT 
 
PIP realises it’s an orange tree!  
 
PIP jumps up to grab an orange. Doesn’t work, PIP needs to jump higher. PIP does a 
run up,  jumps again but misses again. Oh no! One more time PIP thinks. PIP does an 
even longer run up, jumps and grabs an orange! Hooray! PIP grabs an orange. PIP can 
use this as a new ball! 
 
PIP throws the orange-ball at the wall but it doesn’t bounce.  
 
PIP throws the orange-ball on the floor to see if it will bounce. It doesn’t. 
 
PIP kicks the orange-ball but it doesn’t go very far. 
 
PIP uses his breath to see if they can make the orange-ball move along the ground. It 
doesn’t work. 
 
The orange doesn’t make a very good ball. 
 
PIP holds the orange-ball in their hand and looks at it, transferring the orange-ball from 
hand to hand. PIP keeps doing this until… 
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LIGHTBULB MOMENT 

 
PIP grabs a pen and starts to draw a smiley face on the orange. The orange doesn’t 
make a good ball but it does make an excellent friend! PIP creates a sign  name for 
“Tim” to the audience. The orange becomes Tim, PIP’s new friend.  
 
PIP smiles at Tim, turns Tim upside down and sees Tims frown. PIP copies Tim and 
frowns too. This repeats a few times and PIP bursts out laughing.  
 
PIP carries Tim in their hand, on their shoulder and even on their head! PIP shows Tim 
all around the garden. PIP introduces Tim to everything, except for WILBUR who is still 
sleeping. PIP and Tim step over WILBUR as PIP carries on showing Tim around the 
garden.  
 
PIP wants to play a game with Tim. PIP has a great idea! Together, they can do an 
obstacle course! 
 
PIP begins to look around the garden for things they can make an obstacle course out 
of. PIP notices the washing line and the clothes! They can definitely use that! 
 
PIP finds an old hoop on the floor that they and Tim can go through together. How to 
make it stand up? 
 
HMMMM…. 
 
PIP notices an old scarf! PIP can use the scarf to tie the hoop onto the washing line, 
perfect! 
 
They just need one more thing… 
 
…. Hmmmm 
 
PIP continues to look around the garden. 
 
PIP notices the swing. They can jump over the swing together! PIP just needs to 
position the swing slightly. 
 
The obstacle course is ready. 
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Scene 3: A dog-shaped peg in a round hole 

WILBUR wakes up. They see PIP playing on the obstacle course. Exciting! 

The obstacle course is set up between the tree and the swing, with TIM and PIP 
ducking under the clothes hanging from the washing line, around the pole, over and 
under the swing and over the plant pot. PIP throws and catches TIM over the swing and 
is making it seem as though TIM is keeping watch round the corners of the obstacle 
course. They are on a mission. 

WILBUR jumps up and runs straight to join them. They don’t stop to see PIP properly 
and instead try to join in immediately. 

PIP is signing at WILBUR ‘NO!’, but WILBUR doesn’t see. 

They jump over the swing, duck around the clothes, try to climb through the hoop. But 
WILBUR is a bit big for this course, a bit too indelicate. 

WILBUR trips up on the swing. The clothes fall as they run past them as they are too 
big and keep knocking them. They pull the hoop off the washing line while trying to go 
through it as it was too high and too small for them to get through cleanly. 

WILBUR rolls around in the mess they’ve created. Oops. They laugh. 

WILBUR looks up and sees PIP. 

But PIP’s not laughing? 

PIP signs to WILBUR ‘AWAY!’ 

PIP picks up the hoop, reties it, and puts some of the clothes back up. PIP then 
resumes doing the obstacle course with TIM. 

WILBUR keeps going to PIP while they’re playing, analysing the game and trying to 
understand. 

WILBUR keeps getting in PIP’s way, in front of their legs, blocking routes through the 
obstacle course around the swing.  

PIP sighs. 

PIP signs to WILBUR, ‘LOOK’. 
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PIP picks up TIM and shows how TIM goes on the obstacle course. PIP uses TIM to 
watch around the corner, throws them through the hoop, throws them over the swing. 

WILBUR is watching TIM fly round the obstacle course like someone watching a watch 
while being hypnotised. 

PIP continues to demonstrate the obstacle course with TIM. 

PIP signs ‘UNDERSTAND?’ 

WILBUR wags their tail in excitement. 

PIP turns their back on WILBUR and starts doing the obstacle course slowly with TIM. 
WILBUR follows behind them on a hunt. 

PIP sees WILBUR behind them and starts to pick up speed, trying to get further away. 
WILBUR keeps on PIP’s tail. 

PIP goes to throw TIM through the hoop but drops TIM on the other side. 

TIM starts to roll away. 

WILBUR tries to follow through the hoop. They get caught again and pull it and some 
clothes off the washing line. 

WILBUR goes sniffing towards TIM. WILBUR goes to lick TIM. 

PIP picks up TIM and holds TIM close. 

PIP signs ‘NO! NO! AWAY! AWAY!’ 

WILBUR whimpers and goes away and sits under the tree. 

 

Scene 4: Games for three? 

WILBUR sits under the tree on their own. They watch PIP and TIM play on the obstacle 
course. 

WILBUR studies them and tries to work out the game. It’s all very confusing. 
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There is a hula hoop and an orange scarf on the floor, some clothes have fallen off the 
washing line. The obstacle course has become a bit of a mess from when WILBUR tried 
to join in. The plant pot is turned over the wrong way, the washing has become tangled. 

PIP keeps tripping on the scarf, tripping up on the clothes, and goes to throw TIM 
through the hoop before noticing it’s no longer there. Hm. 

PIP shakes their head at TIM. 

PIP is communicating with TIM by ‘babbling’ with their hands. The speech written for 
PIP is just the essence of what they’re expressing to TIM in their secret language, and 
this is expressed through hand babbling. 

It just doesn’t work now, there aren’t enough obstacles. It’s too messy, WILBUR has 
ruined it. 

PIP shakes their head at WILBUR, and signs disapproving gobbledigook in their 
direction. 

PIP sees the swing.  

PIP: (What do you think Tim?) 

Huh? WILBUR looks at PIP, to the audience, to PIP. WILBUR sighs. 

PIP abandons the obstacle course and heads to the swing, where they start to gently 
push TIM. 

PIP keeps ‘communicating’ with TIM. PIP holds TIM to their ear, and touches 
‘foreheads’ with TIM.  

WILBUR goes to the obstacle course. They start analysing all the parts and sniffing 
around - the fallen clothes, the washing line, the swing. 

WILBUR trips up on the plant pot, they get wrapped up in an orange scarf. They sit 
amongst their tangled orange mess. 

WILBUR watches PIP and TIM on the swing. PIP notices WILBUR, and turns their back 
a bit more. WILBUR sighs. 

LIGHTBULB MOMENT! 
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WILBUR frees themself from the obstacle course and heads over to the swing and 
gives TIM a good push. 

WILBUR pushes too hard and TIM comes flying off the swing. Oops! 

PIP picks up TIM, holds TIM. 

PIP: (Are you okay, Tim?) 

PIP signs to WILBUR ‘AWAY’, ‘AWAY’, ‘AWAY’ 

WILBUR sits under the swing. 

PIP is looking around for something else. 

The obstacle course? 

PIP: (to Tim) (Yes? No.) 

Climb the tree? 

PIP: (No.) 

PIP sees an orange coat hanger on the washing line and ties their shoe to the bottom of 
it as a seat for TIM. 

PIP: (Yes!!!) 

PIP sees WILBUR watching and turns their back on them again. 

PIP starts to swing TIM gently in the shoe.  

PIP follows TIM to ensure their safety. PIP is becoming more engrossed in the games 
now. 

WILBUR watches. WILBUR pushes the normal swing.  

No. Boring. 

WILBUR looks around. There is an apple on the floor. 

WILBUR goes over to the apple. 

WILBUR smells the apple. 
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WILBUR sniffs around the apple, following a trail. 

WILBUR taps the apple and runs away. 

WILBUR Looks back. 

The apple hasn’t moved. 

WILBUR nudges the apple. 

Still hasn’t moved. 

WILBUR investigates the apple. Looks to the apple, looks to PIP and TIM. Back to the 
apple, back to PIP and TIM. 

LIGHTBULB MOMENT! 

WILBUR picks up the apple and places it on the swing. 

WILBUR gently pushes the apple on the swing. Boring. 

They look at PIP and TIM. 

WILBUR goes to push the apple a bit harder. Still boring. 

But this swing isn’t designed for fruit. WILBUR slips and pushes the swing and the apple 
really hard. 

The apple flies off and hits PIP. Oh no! 

WILBUR looks around before quickly trying to hide behind the pole of the washing line. 
It’s not a very good hiding place. 

PIP looks up. PIP looks around. 

What was that? 

PIP looks down and sees the apple. They look up and see WILBUR trying to hide. 

PIP picks up TIM and checks on TIM. PIP looks at WILBUR and shakes their head and 
moves away, looking for another game to play in a different part of the garden. 

WILBUR lies down and looks at PIP. 
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PIP has put TIM in a basket at the front of the bike and has turned it into a rocket. TIM is 
going to space! 

PIP: (to Tim) (Astronaut, are you ready?) 

PIP is focused ahead where TIM’s rocket-bike is heading. It’s like there’s no one, or no 
garden there, just their journey into space. 

WILBUR wimpers.  

WILBUR looks at PIP. 

PIP doesn’t look back at WILBUR. 

WILBUR sighs and stops looking at PIP. 

WILBUR looks around at everything.  

The orange obstacle course. 

The orange coat hanger. 

The orange Tim. 

The non-orange apple. 

The non-orange swing. 

Their non-orange self. 

BIG LIGHTBULB MOMENT!!!! 

WILBUR gets up and starts searching around the garden. 

PIP sees WILBUR moving and starts to guard TIM, turning themselves around and 
away from WILBUR. 

WILBUR experiments with all sorts of things that they can find in the garden, regularly 
checking back on PIP. 

What about the coat hanger? A hat on their head? 

No. 
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Pip’s shoes as gloves? 

No. 

Watering can as a shoe? 

Definitely not. 

Wilbur rummages around the garden, and they see the obstacle course. 

Orange plant pot on my head? 

Maybe. 

Wilbur sees the hula hoop. 

Oh yes. 

Wilbur tries to hula hoop. They’re not very good. 

Hm. 

The scarf! Wilbur picks up the orange scarf, and uses it to tie the hula hoop around their 
neck 

Yes yes yes! Nice, round(ish) orange. 

WILBUR looks to PIP. PIP is ‘talking’ to TIM with their hands. 

WILBUR is grinning. 

Just the finishing touch: a leaf in my mouth to be the top of an orange. 

WILBUR is beaming- the perfect orange. 

WILBUR tries to get PIP’s attention again. 

They do a grand pose. They lean forward. They make themself wide. 

PIP is heavily focused on TIM’s rocket-bike. 

They do an orange dance. 
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TIM’s rocket-bike is too interesting. PIP has started to move the rocket-bike around the 
garden, they have taken off! 

Throughout the dance the scarf is coming undone and the hula hoop is falling. 

WILBUR tries to hula hoop a bit to keep up the orange appearance. 

Their plant pot falls off their head, and the leaf falls out the mouth. The scarf and hula 
hoop have now fallen in a mess around them. 

PIP still doesn’t look at WILBUR. 

WILBUR sits amongst their orange mess, deflated.  They whimper. 

WILBUR doesn’t look at PIP or TIM. 

PIP continues to rush TIM through space. 

WILBUR sighs and sits and looks at their orange mess. 

 

Scene 5: Pip and Tim’s Orange World 
 
Doorbell rings 
 
WILBUR’S ears prick up, they look towards the door then at PIP. PIP is still preoccupied 
with TIM and their pretend games.  
 
WILBUR looks over to the door with excitement. 
 
 WILBUR races through the audience to get the door. It’s a package for PIP. They run 
back with it to the garden excited to interact with PIP again.  
 
PIP notices the package in WILBUR’s mouth.  
 
PIP grabs the package from WILBUR and ignores PIP. PIP runs off with it in an excited 
manner. 
 
WILBUR sits down sadly and watches PIP run off without them. 
 
PIP unwraps the package under the orange tree in a rushed manner.  
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PIP pulls a bright orange T-shirt out from the wrapping. 
 
WILBUR watches PIP from the other end of the garden 
 
PIP beams as they put the orange T-shirt on then picks up TIM in excitement. 
 
*music becomes magical and exciting 
 
PIP and TIM begin to play in bliss.  
 
PIP plays with TIM on the swing which turns orange. But this time their movements are 
exaggerated through dance and have a magic touch to them. They are in a state of 
ecstasy.  
 
The whole garden is turning orange with every touch PIP makes on each garden object! 
 
WILBUR watches them happily dancing in their increasingly orange world.  
 
PIP dances under the washing line weaving TIM around it to make him dance.  
 
PIP picks up the bike and twirls it around. Everything gets oranger and oranger and 
oranger.  
 
Throughout all of this WILBUR watches on. They are now the only non-orange thing on 
the stage. They follow them in all these moments but is unable to keep up 
 
PIP ignores WILBUR throughout.  
 
 
Scene 6: Wilbur goes to sleep alone 
 
Dusk fills the evening sky and it's getting late.  
 
PIP wraps up TIM warmly and rocks him. 
 
WILBUR is still left out of their orange world and is watching PIP as they care for TIM.  
 
The stage lighting is slowly getting darker 
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PIP takes TIM in doors for bed 
 
WILBUR watches them walk away as they realise they will be left outside.  
 
WILBUR drags a cardboard orange box left over from TIM and PIP’S play and 
squeezes themselves into it. They don’t fit into it properly. Nonetheless they curl up and 
fall asleep alone in the garden.  
 
 
 
Scene 7: Eating Tim  
 
The sun has just risen and the birds are beginning to sing. 
 
One bird tweets in a distinctly loud manner. 
 
 WILBUR’S ears prick up in response. They open their eyes slightly. The bird stops 
tweeting. They close their eyes again and fall back to sleep.  
 
A moment passes. 
 
The bird tweets loudly again. WILBUR’S ears prick up in response. They open their 
eyes properly raising their head up. The bird stops tweeting. WILBURputs their head 
down, closes their eyes and goes back to sleep.  
 
A moment passes. 
 
The bird tweets again. WILBUR pricks up their ears in response. Grunts then reluctantly 
wakes up. 
 
WILBUR starts to sniff around the garden.  
 
The garden is still presented as totally orange symbolising the orange world WILBUR 
has found himself trapped in. Their black fur contrasts against the orange glows 
highlighting their exclusion 
 
WILBUR looks back at the audience often to see if PiP is out to play yet. 
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A few moments pass. 
 
PIP leaps towards the stage through the audience. WILBUR spots PIP. WILBUR wags 
their tail in excitement and runs over to PIP. PIP is smiling.  
  
PIP is clutching TIM. WILBUR notices that PIP is only smiling at TIM and is ignoring 
them completely. PIP runs to the swing with TIM. PIP places TIM on the swing and 
begins to gently push him up and down so he doesn’t fall off the swing. Up and down. 
Up and down. Up and down. 
 
For a while WILBUR watches TIM and moves their head with the slow motions of the 
swing.  
 
PIP begins to sniff something tasty in the air. PIP rubs their stomach and follows the 
smell to the kitchen. It’s breakfast time! They go inside to eat. 
 
*leaves by walking through audience* 
 
 WILBUR follows but is unable to enter inside. 
 
*the audience symbolises a line he cannot cross 
 
 WILBUR pauses and curls up sadly.  
 
As WILBUR lays down the only sound left is the creaking of the swing.  
 
WILBUR notices the sound, looks back and see’s that TIM is still rocking from when PIP 
was pushing him. 
 
WILBUR watches TIM. It is the first time they have been left alone together. WILBUR 
looks around to see if it really is only them in the garden. WILBUR goes back into their 
curled position and tries to ignore TIM but the creaking of the swing makes it 
impossible. WILBUR’s ears twitch for a while. Eventually WILBUR cracks and begins to 
slowly advance towards TIM, their steps matching the rhythm of the creaking of the 
swing. The swing becomes slower and eventually loses its momentum stopping 
completely. By this point WILBUR has positioned them self face to face with TIM.  
 
*Long silent pause 
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*Music of suspense begins  
 
WILBUR begins to sniff under the swing seat.  
 
*the music increases in suspense 
 
WILBUR sniffs on top of the swing.  
 
WILBUR gently sniffs the rope of the swing and takes a quick glance back to make sure 
PIP isn’t there.  
 
WILBUR begins to sniff TIM directly.  
 
WILBUR snaps 
 
HUGM! WILBUR suddenly eats TIM in one gulp! They try to swallow yapping their 
mouth in a fast manner. But it’s too disgusting  
 
*music tempo increase 
 
WILBUR spits the orange out leaving a pile of slobbery juice and peel. 
 
*music symbolises WILBUR losing control of their patience with PIP’s orange world, a 
release of the resentment that’s built up after all this exclusion  
 
WILBUR moves his attention from eating TIM to the orange mess. They quickly begin to 
rip, chew and bite all the orange objects in the garden. WILBUR Tips over the orange 
plant pot *CRACK. Rips up the orange clothes that have fallen on the floor. Drags the 
orange scarf through the mud. They jump up and manage to grab PIP’s home made 
shoe swing and it falls apart as it smashes on the ground crashing on top of chewed up 
TIM. WILBUR buries the orange coat hanger that has fallen off it. Finally, WILBUR 
pushes the orange bike rocket over and sprays it with mud using their back 
legs…WILBUR’s ear pricks up…..they  suddenly stop. 
 
*Music stops 
 
*Whistling begins 
 
Oh no, PIP is coming!  
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WILBUR begins to panic realising what they have  done. WILBUR hides behind the 
orange tree watching PIP skip through the audience oblivious to what they are about to 
discover. 
 
PIP enters the garden and lets out a massive gasp. 
 
TIM is still buried under the broken shoe swing.  
 
PIP in a state of silent shock, begins to examine the damage. They pick up the ripped 
clothes and hold them up to the sky to see them clearly. They examine the broken 
flower pot, the chewed up costume box...the broken and muddy rocket!!  
 
*PIP’S keeps almost finding TIM chewed up  
 
After picking up several more items. PIP finds the remains of TIM buried under the 
homemade swing which had crashed on top of him. 
 
PIP kneels to the ground and begins to sob. WILBUR slowly comes out of their hiding 
spot behind the orange tree. 
 
PIP stares at WILBUR with bulging eyes, their body stiffens, their arms are straight with 
their fist clenched in frustration. WILBUR looks down in shame.  
 

Scene 8: Friends reunited? 

PIP goes to sit on the swing turned away from WILBUR. They swing with their back 
turned. 

WILBUR sits under the orange tree and looks at PIP. 

WILBUR gets up to go to PIP. 

Changes their mind. 

Gets up. 

Changes their mind. 
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WILBUR sighs. They look around. 

OUCH!! An orange falls on their head. 

LIGHTBULB MOMENT 

WILBUR looks down at the orange, then at PIP. 

Down at the orange, back at PIP. 

WILBUR gets up and starts rolling the orange to PIP. 

They nudge PIP. PIP moves further from WILBUR. 

WILBUR rolls the orange again. Nudges PIP. 

PIP looks at the orange. Picks it up. They throw the orange away and turn away from 
WILBUR again. 

WILBUR bows their head and goes to collect the orange. 

They hold the orange and see if it’s ok. 

Hmmm. 

LIGHTBULB MOMENT 

WILBUR goes to the back of the stage to retrieve the pen that PIP used in scene 2. 

They do their best attempt at a smiley face on the orange. It’s not very good- it’s a bit 
wonky and maybe a little bit scary. 

WILBUR smiles and strides to PIP with their new orange friend. 

They nudge PIP again. They look between the orange, and PIP, to the orange, to PIP. 

PIP picks up and looks at the orange. They turn it around to see the orange face. Ugh!! 
They recoil and roll it back to WILBUR. 

They get up and storm off to the front of the stage, sitting down, crossed arms, back to 
WILBUR, facing the audience. 

WILBUR sits at the back of the stage under the washing line and looks on at PIP. 
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WILBUR whimpers. 

Doorbell rings! 

WILBUR slowly rises and starts walking towards the house. They look at PIP as they 
walk past, and PIP turns their head away. 

WILBUR goes into the house and returns with a parcel which they drop at PIP’s feet. 

WILBUR lingers by PIP for a moment, waiting. 

Nothing. 

WILBUR bows their head and heads back to their spot at the back of the garden. 

PIP waits until WILBUR is out of sight. 

PIP opens the package. It’s an orange ball. 

They start throwing it up and down. 

Hm. Boring. 

They get up to go and play against the fence. 

They see WILBUR lying deflated in front of the fence. 

They look at WILBUR, then at the ball, then back to WILBUR, back to the ball. 

Oh. 

PIP goes to find the box from the game in scene 1. WILBUR’s ears prick up and they 
watch intently. 

PIP places the box in position at the front of the stage in the middle. WILBUR watches 
every step. 

PIP looks at the ball, throws it up and down in their hand, looks at WILBUR, then throws 
it in the box. 

WILBUR pricks up their ears again. 
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PIP smiles at WILBUR, shrugs their shoulders and tilts their head towards the box 
suggestively. 

WILBUR immediately jumps up, and dives into the box to retrieve the ball, and drops it 
at PIP’s feet. 

PIP hugs WILBUR, and thanks them for the ball. 

They share a moment of reunion. PIP lingers on the moment. 

WILBUR starts wagging their tail impatiently. 

PIP signs ‘OK, OK!’, and resumes the game with WILBUR. 

They play the game for a few more rounds until WILBUR starts to get tired and goes to 

rest under the orange tree. 

PIP shrugs their shoulders at WILBUR. They throw the ball in the box and look at 

WILBUR. WILBUR doesn’t move. 

PIP goes to join WILBUR under the orange tree, and they sit under it together. 

THE END. 
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